Phase II Ex Ante Review Findings
Measure Description
The project consists of two energy-saving measures on a new 85 MMBTU/HR steam generator.
The first measure is to install an efficient split pass design in the new steam generator over the
standard single pass configuration. The second measure is to install two (2) VFDs, one (1) on a
new 250 HP steam generator feedwater pump and one (1) on a 150 HP combustion air fan motor.
Summary of Review
Pacific Gas & Electric (PG&E) submitted the following documents to the Energy Division (ED)
for the Phase I review process:
•

Response to ED’s data request,

•

Cover letter EEGA 6825 and,

•

Revised Energy Savings Calculations spreadsheet,

In response to ED’s data request, PG&E stated that the existing lease has six (6) split pass steam
generators in operation which were installed in 2012 to 2013. The site engineer stated during the
NTG interview that an engineering consideration was given before choosing split pass vs. single
pass steam generator arrangement. Pressure requirements for steam and piping runs are usually
the governing factors in the selection of steam generator design. The split pass configuration was
chosen for this application based on the pressure requirement at the well for steam.
The ED consultant interviewed a leading local manufacturer and installer of single and split pass
steam generators. The representative advised during the interview that 90% of his customers
choose the VFD option with the split pass design. This interview findings appear to provide very
strong evidence that the VFD as an add-on measure on split pass steam generators is industry
standard practice (ISP). The interviewee also indicated that using the split pass design is costeffective for large operators and it is their standard practice to prefer and install split pass
generators over single pass steam generators. The IOU did not provide any supporting
documentation for its non-ISP claim. Considering the strength of findings, ED would like to
initiate a low-rigor study collaboratively with PG&E and elects not to apply its preliminary ISP
findings to this project.
The IOU has proposed a one month post M&V period for savings true up. ED suggests that
period be revised to at least two (2) months. During the phase I review the IOU submitted a fiveyear forecasting method for calculating savings. ED requested the IOU to resubmit the energy
savings calculation per CPUC guidance from the energy manual, which does not permit
forecasting. The IOU revised and resubmitted the savings calculations. The preliminary annual
energy savings estimates using the forecasting method are 84.61 kW and 726,374 kWh resulting
in a project cost and incentive estimated to be $200,000 and $73,832, respectively.
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Phase II Ex Ante Review Findings
Review Conclusion
The project is conditionally approved subject to savings true-up after post-installation M&V has
been completed.
Summary of ED Requested Action by the IOU
ED requests and recommends that in order to complete an ex ante review the ED recommends
that the IOU perform the following action:
1. Provide a final energy savings estimate after the post M&V true up.
2. Submit invoices that list the equipment and labor breakdown, and include incremental
measure costs at this time and trued up later.
3. State the EUL for proposed measure.
4. Provide make, model, capacity and efficiency of the new split pass steam generator
installed in either a submittal or specification cut-sheet.
5. ED suggests that the post M&V period be revised to atleast two months.
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